The purpose of our drama group is to put on plays to entertain an audience. Anyone can join the group. Not all members have to be in the plays.

We hold regular meetings. At each meeting one member keeps the minutes. These are a written record of what happens in the meetings. We hold an annual general meeting and a managing committee is elected. The managing committee is six people who make the big decisions for all of us.

The committee meets every two months. Decisions are made by voting. If someone wants something done or changed, they propose the change at a meeting. People speak for or against the change. Then the change is put to the vote. The majority decides.

People can join in the group activities by helping to choose the plays that are performed. They can help to create a play by being a director, performer, backstage person (lighting, props, costumes, make-up) or front of house (ticket sales, usher).

A drama group is like a small family. People share experiences that make them trust each other.